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ABSTRACT
Despite similarities between Hindi and Urdu and

mutual intelligibility, at least on the spoken level, slight
grammatical differences between the two languages do exist. The
treatment of gender proVides an example of such differences.
Explanation of the actual differences in gender usage can be based on
a synchronic, linguistic level as well as on a diachronic, cultural
level. First-year students learning these languages, unless
well-versed in linguistics or literature, probably do not need to
receive such explanations for learning purposes. Such linguistic and
cultural complexities are more easily understood by second-year
students who have been exposed to other exceptions in Hindi and Urdu
grammar and to Indian culture in general. (VM).
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Some Cultural and Grammatical Aspects
of Gender in Hindi and Urdu

For most American students who, by accident of birth live in

an over monolingual environment, the notion of grammatical

gender is often confounding and perplexing. Gender is, they reason,

a matter of sax: what is sexually male is "masculin"; what is

sexually female is "feaenine." Hence, when they come upon feminine

nauta, "sailor". in Latin, or neuter .:qHchen "girl" in German, they

tend to back away in a mild daze, slightly confused.

While we are a bit beyond the explanation's of gender given by

language teachers'of a generation ago ('hat is lar7e and tough is

nasculine; what is small and delicate is feminine"), the student is

not greatly helped in his understanding of grammatical gender with

the statement "That's the way it is." In any event,. the student

must memorize the gender of every noun. If in this process he is

made to understand that sexual and grammatical gender, while some-

times coterminous, are not synonymous, the student will have

accomplished no mean task..

Gender is a grammatical feature of Hindi and Urdu, the langl-age,

or languages, spoken on the Irdlan subcontinent by some 240 million

people, thus making it/them the third most widely epocen language,/

languages -in the world after Chinese and English.1 These languages.
I 'wish to express my .incere thanks to Professor_Vasant Khokle

of Nihian State University for his valuable coMmenta orin
arlier draft of this papar .
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%3 call them, the subj.ect of a :1;reat deal of political and
rellisue controversy in Tndi!,, and. Pakistan, a-re mutunlly inte114-
sible on the spoken, vernacular levels.- ifl their written forms,
particularly in their literary aspect, the two languages diverge
widely. Hindi, writton in the Devanagari script, looks to Sanskrit
for its intellectual and literary vocabulary, as well as its literary
images and modes of expression. Urdu, on the other hand, iswritt-n
in a modified Persio-Arabic script, usually call ed. liastalii, and

goes to Persian and Arabic for its intellectual vocabulary and
literary images. Slight grammatical differences also exist between
these two languages, differences which are quite minimal, in fac.t,

given the large numbers of speakers of each lanAuage and the

relatively underdeveloped mass media in these two countries. One
such grammatical difference between Hindi and Urdu appears in each
language's treatment of gender. This differnce, while s1ht, can
be looked at from both a synchronic as well as a ,liachronic point of
view in explaining it to students. It is to the context of one
problem of grammatical gender in tress two langtiages which we shall
address ourselves in this paper.

In standard Hlndi and Urdu, cur concern in this paper, there are
;ender markers in the verb. There must be an ars'ement between the
subject of the sentence and the verb in certain direct constructions.
For example, if one were to say: "We o to the zarLcet," one would

"have to know the gender of "we- in order to utter th e santence. If
"f.,,.e" is 72asculine, the sentence olid be;.
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ham baazaar jaatee haiN''

7:le glosses for this utterance are: ham = we; baazaar = market,

= root of the verb "to go"; -t- m mark of the Present participle;

-ee = masculine plural marker; haiN = are, consistinE of cat plus
0011

nasalization (a, plural marker in the 7erb "to be" and in other verb

constructions). As with nearly all Hindi sentences, this utteranCe

follows a subject - object -verb pattern.

If "we" is feminine, the sentence would be:

ham baazaar jaatii haiN

with the difference that instead of ici"f,e we IltIve 4aa744 the

feminine marker in the present rprt4P-4cle. Thus,

ham taaZaar jaatee haiN

ham taazaar

A Hindir-speaker would translate these utterances as We [masculine)

go to the Market" and "We [feminine) go to the market," respectively.

An Urdu speaker, however, would react differently. He woUld'translate

ham baazaar haiN as "We (masculine or feminine) go to the

bazaar." The utterance containing the feminine form, ham baazaar

jpILILIALEgl, would be considered incorrect or, worse, inelegant

Urdu, or not Urdu at tli, but rather Hindi.

Let us consider another example. The statement "We understand"

or. we do notunders,..a"d".. can be rendered Idiomatically into Hindi

ln either the masculine or feminine forms, depending on the sexual

nder of the s eakera In addition, the statement is rendered in the

oast tense in ::it di, as opposed' to the -present of .English:fl
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and nahiLN samjhee
W3 (masculine) understood. We (asculine) did not

understand.

The glosses for these utterances are: bam = we , but understood and

not stated; samajh = root of the verb .samajhnea., to understand";

!-,1e4b = the inflected form of il.aaaa, to go, t, used here as part of a
compound verb construction indicatin,;, among other things, emphasis

on the action. of the main verb samajhnaa-and a carrier of tense aad
gender; es the past participial stem of 4asnaa; -ae = the masculine
plural marker; nahiiN = negative particle. (It should be noted that
a. vowel deletion occurs in the negative form samJhee, as opposed to
sama!h in the positive utteraace; because of the nega6ive oar1-4-le
one cannot use a compound verb construction as in the affirmative;
this is a minor poiat of grammar and dads not in any way change the
point we wish to establishhare.

In addition, the statements can also be made by women, requiring

feminine grammatical .gender thus changing the forms above to:

samajh gaiiN and nahiiN samjhiiN
We (feminine) understood. -de (feminine) did not

lInderstand.

w:ith in aiiN and samjhiiN as feminine -kerq lnd nasalize-.
tion, as a plural marker. Thusp

samajh gaee

samajh gaiiN

and nehiiN samjhee

and nahiiN samjhiiN

-Inese forms, however, apply only to and not to Urdu. The
Urdu speaker would adtit the masculine forMa.for,bothten and women.
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-:=-371-114ne forms wo'ild carry with them the same negative

J,s did in cur earlier rLiscussion.

This point it iz important to note that these differences in

7:30l-!ne and f'.:inine forms occur only in the first person plural

ocr=.cf the verbs. Both Hindi and Urdu hare identical masculine

cf.nd eminine forms of the verb in the remainder of the paradigm
.

7.7)r

.4 tmasculir-,)

(inf33.177.al) tae
SO.

(fefainiae)

se& . vah j.ataa hai (masculine)

vah faatLi hal ;:fine)

YcJl (formal) aag jaate haiN (masculine)

9.ap jaatti haiN (feminine)

Ti7 o. ye jaatee haiN (masculine)

ve jaatii haiN (feminine)

Similarly, the at tense of verbs involving direct constrUctions

th-3 f3e,:azr.a3culine-femiaine distinctions in both 2irtdi and Urdu.

alT.'sdr noted that only in the .first 'person plural forms would

r.711salloN' a feminine utterance such as satalh

loal f.,ustion arising from this -discussion la a Simple

ye Hindi reco54nize sexual 'Gender as a determining factor

r.)-7-Ycon plurAI Vni':?. Urdu el.oes not? ',Thy does Urdu

cn .F.r:aseuline..P1,1r,11 markera,inthe first.perzonplUral,
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'noL:h a ;Oman referring to herself and other members of her

y should Urdu speakers consider the use of the feminine gender

context a3 sabetandard or inelegant Urdu, or Hindi? Is this a

henomenon and itios7ncrasy of Urdu or is there an explanation for it?

explanations can be 7.iven, both of which throw light upon the

15.istic process in7o1ved here. The firt 13 a synchronic, lin-

exp7anation of the rroble!-TI; the second, a diachrn'c, cultural

p>.r0 -on

lurl of Hindi and. Urdu can be loo'ted at in terms of linguistic

unlversals. ii-'f-he7-re are two enders in natural language,

wil be masculine and fe7anine; :Jf these two, masculine is the

more neutral, `..'biz is demonstra-.ed by the fac2t that in languages

,:Oth :Lender, the masculine 13 7,;eneraily used in sneaking of addresses

of trlixed gender. The all-inclusiveness of the pronoun "we'' allows

such usage. In the context of Nindi and Urdu, we must also note that

speakers--both men a,d use ham 4ateehaili, the first

Drson niural form when referringto themselves in the singular.

4s z.ore.philosoohcal than

tla.irAl';1;!ual person soeaking: wistes to obliterate

vi,-self into tbs larscer underlying eestic for c°_ of the universe

o-P TncYl.ar nhilosoc.hy). Pile this

m47.ht :al smbstpnce 'CO it, this

::2nom..non is best ,.r1 de as .a

Tvn inStance Urdu has
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genjer distinctions in the first person plural, whereas

rot. In the case of the singalar first person addresser

to hi-qself or herself in the first,. ::)erson masculine plural,

t'arther evidence of neutrali,-:ation in both languages.

Hindi does not noutrolize as xtensi.vely as Urdu in

thL3 oArtir'alar context does not m.,.an the:: Hindi is free o. neutrali-
.

7or thP so-caled 7..scessA, or

or;14:ory tw.spect in both Hindi are characterized

In :.z1iii :,
,c.1-.1r Us i'3 _ . or example, the

maJhee h.1. -2LL3 icult:: be rendered as "Go!ng is

1-1ssarr in less c.::aned T have to J,:o." The

..L7osss for th'Is ststP.Li.e:It zlre: m th o..-7,lique or indirect,

7IT" 7lu oitior

port:ntePu'fo-m of --raa = the infinitive form of z'o '1%)-Wft. Mma

= "is. It

JaanAa here retains its form with a masculine -aa.

ending.

Consider the u'::terance mu;f1le saayiariidnaa Ilea: Glosses

.re sire: oaarii ; sri, with its gender marker indicating

:is a inine noun; x:1,2iLdnaa m the infinitive form of "to

-'it:. the tnitnjt±/ aiier vit-i.1 a :2,aScu1inesin;sular'

nie the utterance Is rra!:,!matical in Eindi, translating

u:,hlr es 1'7 have to buy saris," t Is not grta.=atial Urd,

Qf a:1 s-an el-agreeTent:

Urdu the wariidna u.ust agree in ,gender with

ties
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With 74?..arii in the plural, ..7,a.i-11.2220 -eaN the plural marker

1.:::ed feminine nouns Ci.e., ones ending in -ill, Hindi does

require any',1:ender or number agreement:

mufnee saa:ciiaaN xariidnaa hai

This transites as "Buying sarii is necessary for me," or "I must

saris."

Urdu, on the other 'nand, applies an additional gender agreement

as well as a number agreement rule to generate:

mujhee saariiaaJ xariidn"

whish. translates also as "Buying saris is necessary for me," or "I

-nast'buy e nztes here that an a2reement rule between the

nd 7e.rildnii, is operative;

In a:?.:.!ition, thora is nmb,.r pgre4men between saa'ciiaaN and the

copula, hal. Thus, the contrasts, in the tuo languages are as follows,

in the singular:

mujhee saarii xarildnaa hai (Hindi)

hai (Urdu)

An1 In the plural:

--,r4idnaa hai (Hindi)

mujllee liaa xariidnii taiN (Urdu)

see th,r4.t l.'s Hindi which neutralizes the masculine-

as -well as the sinular-plural distinc-

tion. cr th!: - requires additional rules to generate
:c t3

'orms, 1,qh41 ,qstindtiona of number and
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Ween eeaching students the 3e two points, the teacher can speak

of ehat,is the eredominantly Urdu pattern and what is the predominantly

ettern. Linguistic eeidence in the dialects of both languages

531".3 to suggest that both languages are moving in a direction toward

neutralization of gender distinctions, though not necessar4ly in

exactly the same constructions. 4.

Howe-ter, since one is striving to

teaeh what is basically :a standard language, it is necessary to speak

in terms of these irregular synchronic patterns as they eaist in the

eteneard language. Theoratieally, however, there will be a time

n eeich theee irregularities will ,ass out of the languages and will

be treated ae irregular diachronic phenomena.

Aed in mentioaing diachronic ehenemena, let us lock at the second

manner in which these ireegularitiee can be explained. This 8 that

we shall a cultural explanation, and it requires that we so back

into the history of these two languages. The term "Hindi" as it is

used today refers to that language based on a dialect known as Braj

Phasha spoken in the middle and upper Doab, that areabetween the

Gangee and Jumna rivers (do = two; aab = river) in Northern India:5,

"Tille there. are a number of dialects 'in this general area, among them

Bendeli, Kanauji and Bangaru, it is the Eraj. Bhasha dialect as spoken

in the general vicinity of the city of Yathura a great center of

Kriehna worship, that serves as the main, though not exclusive, basis

for the standard form of this language.

it u, on the other hand, developed in India, particularly in the .

soethern, or Deccan, area of the 6ountry.as a eesulle of the coming
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te :Auslim invaders from out India. When the forces of these

araies cane into contact with the indigenos Peoples xhom they con-

franca sprang up and eventually became known as

This language poz7seesed a substructure based on the Mari

bol4 dialect of Western Hindi, with a linguistic superstructure

borrowed from the languages of the various invaders, including Turkish,

:7.2.2-11x1 and Arabic. In fact, the word urda itself is Turkish for
17

o2,1p" and is related to our English word "horde," for it was in the

;t ice' 7 3isrs camos that this lia;zua. franca came into being. Large

blocics of vocabulary were borrowed, as were a number of phonological

items, including the so-called 1 2ersio-Arabic" sounds: z, g

arid q, which did not exist in the indigenous dialects prior to the

cf the Muslim invaders. Very quickly, however, Urdu outgrew

its 1,tilItarian usage as a lingua franca and gained currency both as

a court language and literary language,, first in the courts of the

southern Muslim kings, then later in the north among the various

rulers, Including the Noghul ,i.mperor and the court'at.Lucknow. By

the middle of the seventeenth century, Urdu was firmly established

as a literary language of considerable prestige; by the nineteenth

c entury it event!Jally replaced Persian as the court language of the

!:o!;hul kings. and was given Patronage by the British rulers. 'Hence,

Urdiz came to hold a place of great prestige among the vernacular

1,7.r;_4;uages of India, both literarily and as a lingua franca, but now

ligua franca such as French was in Europe during the eighteenth

adninet-enth centuries in Europe. in fact one commentator even.
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TeleLers Lo ercu ae tne e.rench of Tndia.'' It is .then in the context

ce!' ehie e-eestiee that Urdu spealears would equate certain grammatical

struetures as substandard or as Hindi. However, the point of prestiga

4e only a partial ans-ler to the larger auestion at hand. The remainder

o the newer lies in the cultural heritage of the Muslim invaders

who eelee Urdu ite birth and prestige. Urdu ie the product of a mixed

In2ian and Muslim culture. As the language of conquerors who

eventually settled eermanently in the country, Urdu was emulated by

the et:72er echelons of the indigenous population, which was in the

rain "';'indu. It is on the baeis of this fact that currency has been

Meen to the inaccurate and fanciful notion that Hindi is the language

of Y4ndue end Urdu the lane of Musli:es. it ehould be jointed out

that there are Hindus ,eho have erriffen and centinue to write in Urdu,

and there are Muslims who have written and continue to write in Hind4.

It shculzl also be understood that In the past the terms "Hindi" and

"Urdu" have been used interchangeably, even eynonymously, by both

Hindus and Muslims and are, as such, 'rather vague and imprecise in

their meaning. 7.

But there is still another aspect of these two cultures which

explains the use of the maeculine gender by both men and women in

the fIrst person plural. Muslim culture was and still is basically

hee.o-eoe4a1. That is, the _sexes are segregated in this society, .the

:en yith 7-en, the women ith wemen. In the higher levels of Nuslir

zeciety women were confined to eaparate quarters, even within the

ee.me orJ.ly. nee these women left thelr InOrn-ai they were required-
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o wear p burc1, a haad-to-foot veil, a Muslim invention which

from an overzealous reading of ill.hammadlis injunction in

the ICoran which required women to be covered from the neck down.

Social and cultural gatherings also exhibited segregation. Men
could attend freely; women of quality, if they were allowed at all,

wc:!re recuired to sit in rooms screened off in such a way as to allow

women to look out but to prevent the men from looking in. Because
this custom was practiced by the rulers, Hindus of upper-Class

families also adopted pardah (literally, "curtain" or "veil").

While this custom is not as prevalent as it used to be, it still

e:zists in various areas in India. Until racently, classrooms in

universities with large numbers of'Muslim students were specially

naT.ttioned to nllow the wcten to 31.t. apart m the men. The

Imoortant ooint, however, is that it was the speech of men--more

specifically, the speech of men among men--and not the speech of

men and -women that became the standard for Urdu

Another phenomenon which reenforced this situation also existed
in Urdu literature. Early Urdu literature was in many respects a

carbon copy of Persian, in both 'form and content. One

niever, 15 that Persian has no grammatical gender, w:nereas Urdu
does. Hence, when Urdu had to make allowances forgender in poetry,

It ooted to Incorporate masculine grammatical gender to the exclusion

of feminine grammatical Gender in the literary language. This, of

cree, could be looked upon as part of this larger phenomenon of
1.2utrall:;ation within the lan;suage. As a .result0. however, Urdu poetry
may strn:e the unInitiated Western reader at .rirst glance as thor-.

ouhl7 homosexual, for both laver and beloved are. referred to as mascu ine
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.,., not the case, however. Just as good Persian poetry, par-

tha ghazal, a very intricate genre of lyric poetry, was

red to be read on two levels--a mystical and a mundane - -so too

did' Urdu coetry. Hence, the Urdu ghazal can be read on a purely

c:hysical, sexual level and also on a mystical, spiritual level' on

which God is portrayed as the lover and the poet as the beloved (or

vice versa). Both lover and beloved, however, are referred to in

tIle masculine gender, more by poetic convention than by sexual

br!a,4'e'rence. Analogues to such a phenomenon can be found in Western

poetry rather easily, and tha'distinctions of eros and p.gape are just

as operative here as they are in Urdu.

Conc7usion

The ,:xplanations of the sra=atical phenomenon involving gender

in HIndi.and Urdu set forth herein are Vslid for' a scholarly meeting

such as we have here with ACTUAL.- However, the question of giving

these explications to first-year language students of Hindi and

Urdu (these structures are introduced during the first semester of

the first year of study) is debatable. If a teacher has students

who have a firmu, grasa of linguistics, he can very effectively give

the lInguistic.discussion of this problemwith the certainty' that

w':lat has been said will be u.n1erstood. If one.has students with a

a is ia literary studies, the cultural axplanation of the phenomenon

can be easily understood. if.one .15 very 1 uck7, he 7right have a

L:tz;.,ent or students conversant in both fields and cf3.n offer both

,7:x2Lanations.
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Hoever, in teacll' first-year langua4e studentsall under-
,

7;aauates--at Oak1.1,d versity, have not presented either of

these e:cplanations when discussing the grammatical structures

involved. I have found them, by and large, incapable of grasping

the implications of what is being said. They invariably end up

very confused. My approach has been to demand that they. learn

the atternssimply because "Thatls tta way it is." i have found

'.!iscussion of these linguistic and cultural complexities are

b-st und2rstood when Students have had some exposure to other

e;:c2ptions" to Hindi and Urdu grammar and to Indian culture in

seneral, usually by their second year of language study. Students

with such exposure tend to feel, more at ease with the notion. that

all questions, bcth.grammatical and cultural, nsed not have a Right

Ans'Jer but can, instead, have several or even many answers.
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7notnotes

--ores l't.;.4.arding the number of speakers of these languages

vary i rely. As of June 1968 the number of speakers of Hindi was

:et at :Lai million and of Urdu at 55 million; however, Rajasthani,

often considered a dialect of Hinai, was listed as having 17 mjllion

See Hindustan Year-77:,00k and Whois laho, 1c171 ed. S. Sarkar

(",:alcu;:ta: M. C. Sar'...car Sons, 1971), p. 152. In 1964 estimates

-:sere nillion for Hindi and 53 million for Urdu. See Hindustan

7''?r-7(.1,)% and who's Who, 1'41:4, S. Sarezar ;Calcutta: M. C. Sarkar

Sp-is, 1964), p. 357. The is of Hindi from 158 to 181 million

and. of 1.:,-Au from 53 to 55 million during the same period suggests

the unreliability of figures.

-For an excellent discussion of these levels of language, see

John J. Gumperz and C. M. Nairn, "Formal and Informal Standards in the

Hindi Regional Language Area," International Journal of American

XXVI, NO. 3 (July 1960), 92-117, In the issue

"Linguistic Diversity in South Asia: Studies in Regional, Social

'and Functional Variation," ed. Charles A. Ferguson. and John J..Gumperz.

'Ma transliteration scheme used here is approximately that

devised byC. M. maim in his Readings in Urdu: Prose and Poetry-

(Honolulu:. East-West Center Press, 1965), pp. 203-209.. -N in

scheme indicates nasalization.

'1"-:*cfssor Vtmant Kho%le has ine.icated tome that the most

noductil area in which to answers to these questions concerning.
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neutralization in both Hindi and Urdu would be among the dialects

of these standard langu,lgee.

boli, it should be pointed cut, was also used as a basis

for what is referred to today as standard Hindi. This dialect has

served as the basis for the writings of the eminent Hindi poet

Jayashankar Prasad (1390 - 1937), a larga corpus of whose writings

will be presented in English translation in a special issue of Mahfil

A Quarterly of South Asian Literature in late 1973. This special

issue will be guest edited by Professor Shreeprakash Kurl of the

University of British Columbia.

6
See Ahmed Ali, "Introduction to Urdu Poetry," Pakistan, II, No. 2

(Autumn 1948), 26.

Among-the vaguest and most imprecise uses of these terms,

together with that of "Hindustani," were those by Mahatma Gandhi.

In an attempt to keep the Indian subcontinent whole after independence

from Britain, he subsumed Urdu under the rubric of Hindi with some

rather catastrophic results for Urdu, among them .the identification

of Urdu as a language used exclusively by Muslims. For an explication

of Gandhi's stand on the entire language question prior-to independ-

ence, see.)). G. Tendulkar, Mahatma: Life of Mohandas Karamchand

Gandhi, IV (1934-38) (New Delhi: Publications Division, Ministry of

Information and Broadcasting, Government of India, 1952) 0 22 -23,

81 -36ff.


